The seismic gap hypothesis states that earthquake hazard increases with time since the last large earthquake on certain faults or plate boundaries. One of the earliest and clearest applications of the seismic gap theory to earthquake forecasting was by McCann et al. 
INTRODUCTION
The seismic gap hypothesis implies that earthquake hazard is small immediately following the previous large earthquake and increases with time since the last large event on certain fault or plate boundaries [Sykes and Nishenko, 1984 KSO [1973] . Because of the scientific and social importance of these forecasts, the seismic gap hypothesis deserves rigorous testing. The times of large earthquakes in a given region can be studied by the statistics of "point processes" [Coz and Lewis, 1966] . These processes can be characterized well by their coefficient of variation, defined as the ra- 0148-0227/91/91JB-02210505.00 tion equal to 1, and predicts a seismic hazard independent of time and previous seismic activity. The seismic gap hypothesis assumes that earthquake occurrence is a quasi-periodic process, so that earthquake potential is low when the elapsed time since the last large earthquake is less than T and is high afterward. Unfortunately, the record is too short in most seis-stresses which cause earthquakes are slowly building up by plate movements after one event [Nishenko and McCann, 1981, p . 21]; a new, strong earthquake is less probable until the stress or deformational energy reaches a critical value [Shimazaki and Nakata, 1980] .
Quasi-periodic occurrence of earthquakes, as suggested by the seismic gap hypothesis, does not follow as a required consequence of plate tectonics. The seismic gap hypothesis is based on several additional assumptions, for example, (1) that plate boundaries and major faults are subdivided into natural segments, (2) that tectonic stress within a segment must be relieved by the occurrence of an earthquake (sometimes called "characteristic earthquake") which ruptures the entire segment, (3) that such an earthquake reduces the stress significantly below the point where successive large earthquakes are immediately possible, and (4) that within a segment, stress accumulates slowly, requiring several decades to pass before another large earthquake is possible.
These assumptions may fa•l in several ways. For example, if earthquakes do not respect the segment boundaries of assumption 1, then the spatial extent of a seismic gap would be undefined [Thatcher, 1989] , and estimating the recurrence time for a given gap becomes arbitrary because data selection is required. Even within a well-defined segment, events smaller than the characteristic earthquake of assumption 2 could collectively allow displacement and reduce stress. Of course, aseismic slip may also occur. It is also conceivable that the Earth remains in a near-critical state, even following a large earthquake, as proposed by the theory of "self-organized criticality" [Bak and Tang, 1989 In Table I For ease of comparison and discussion, we numbered zones counterclockwise starting with southern tip of South America. In this numbering scheme we considered any connected zone as one unit. In total we counted 17 "red" zones, 34 "orange" areas, and 36 "green" zones (Table 2 ). An affiliation of each epicenter is shown in the "MNSK" column of Table 1 . In cases where an epicenter lies on a boundary of two zones, we assigned it to both (see, for example, event 20 in Table 1). Table 1 [1979] , argue that only gap-filling earthquakes whose rupture zones fill whole gaps are forecast by the gap hypothesis. We consider epicenters and centfolds only, rather than the rupture surfaces, for the following reasons: (1) the rupture surface is poorly defined and less amenable to formal, objective testing; (2) according to the seismic gap hypothesis, rupture zones of large earthquakes tend to abut those of previous earthquakes, so a sufficiently large event may be assumed to fill a gap if its centroid is in the gap; (3) the seismic gap hypothesis becomes worthless if it applies only to very specific earthquakes, distinguishable from others only with specialized seismological data; and (4) MNSK and KSO [1979] are listed. In the column "zone" epicenters are assigned to "red" (1•), "orange" (O), or "green" (G) zones. If an epicenter happens to be on a boundary of two zones, the assignment is made through slash, "G-1/1•-1."
Epicenters of events listed in
A dash in the column of zone means that the epicenter is outside of P,, O, or G zones. Therefore, "G-33/-" means that we count this earthquake as a half event. • abbreviations as follows: 11{, "red" zones (category 1) of MNSK; 20, "orange" zones (category 2) of MNSK; and 6G, "green" zones (category 6) of MNSK.
• Having compiled tables like Table 1 for all subcatalogs, we calculate the number of events occurring in each regional set as well as the number of zones filled by earthquakes. In these calculations, if an epicenter is situated on a boundary of two zones, we assign the weight 0.5 to each zone. Our results are summarized in Table 2 . The values in the last two columns correspond to the ratio of the number of earthquakes or the number of zones filled by earthquakes to the total number of zones (column 2 in Table 2 ). The red zones seem to exhibit less seismic activity than the other two types of zones, whereas the earthquake potential of the green and orange zones is clearly indistinguishable. We interpret the MNSK [1979, p. 1082] discussion on seismic potential of various zones in the following way: the probabilities of an earthquake occurrence in these zones should be related as and We test here whether the above mentioned disagreement between the observations and the seismic gap hypothesis as formulated above is statistically significant.
For simplicity, we test pairwise (red versus orange, and orange versus green).
Let H0 be the hypothesis that zones of all categories have the same probability of having earthquake(s), We calculate that for case (Sb) such probability equals 0.018, and for case (5c) the probability is 0.00045.
These low values indicate that the seismic gap hypothesis as given by (5) should be rejected with a high confidence level.
As another test of significance we may compare the numbers of earthquakes in different zones. We assume that the number of earthquakes in zones obeys the Poisson distribution. Again, for the likelihood ratio we obtain [Wilks, 1962, Differences in earthquake occurrence are not the result of different zone sizes. Assuming an average width of 100 km, the average areas of red, orange, and green zones are about 29,000, 29,000, and 32,000 km 2, respectively. The 10% greater area does not explain why green zones had about 150% more earthquakes than the red zones.
We have not tried to update the MNSK [1979] seismic maps according to the criteria proposed by MNSK for two reasons: (1) we wanted to test the original forecast, and (2) it is not clear whether we should use only 30 and 100 years elapsed time criteria, or whether should we also review a subdivision of the seismic belt into segments. For example, Nishenko [1991] proposes a subdivision significantly different from that of MNSK. As shown in Table 1 , there are three event sequences which occurred in the same orange segment and are therefore candidates for relabeling: 28 and 40; 29, 44, and 49; and 31 and 55. If we had relabeled these segments each time into green zones after occurrence of the first shock in the sequence, the numbers of earthquakes in green zones would increase. Of course, some green segments may be converted into orange, and orange zones may be converted into red due to the 10 years since the MNSK publication. However, the difference between seismicity levels in red and green or orange zones is such that these adjustments would not change our conclusions.
Finally, we test whether an increased earthquake activity in some zones may be explained by the presence of foreshocks and aftershocks. Test (4) does not depend on presence of the aftershocks in data, so we need to reevaluate the results of test (7). For Table 1 in the weight column, we collected probabilities of each earthquake occurring independently; we estimated these probabilities using the maximum likelihood procedure similar to that described by Kayan and Knopoff [1987] . These probabilities are used as weights for each event; hence an event dependent on another earthquake should contribute little or nothing to our score. New calculations yield 3.5 events in the red zones, 14.74 earthquakes in the orange areas, and 13.71 shocks in the green segments (compare Ms columns in Table 2 ). These values are statistically compatible with (3); however, hypothesis (9) is again rejected with confidence levels of 96.15% 
DISCUSSION
Assigning events to specific gaps is not so straightforward as one might wish. We have indicated in the previous sections that we forego the use of more detailed discussions in the work of MNSK [1979] or KSO [1973] , and we use only final maps in our assignment.
Even with these maps some ambiguities still exist. Since MNSK and KSO do not provide exact coordinates of their •.ones, and they do not specify which magnitudes are to be used in comparison, certain disagreement and possible errors in event attribution are unavoidable. It is important that all earthquakes be processed according to the same criteria. We believe that the results reported in Tables 1 and 2 are robust with regard to possible alternative assignments of events. Nishenko [1989] reported that several recent events have occurred in previously identified gaps, thus lending support to the gap hypothesis. In Table 3 a According to Nishenko [1989] this is a successful forecast by Kelleher [1972] , the paper which can be considered as a predecessor to that of K$O [1973] .
• According to Nishenko [1989] this is a successful forecast by MNSK [1979] . that 14 events occurred in seven of the 36 green zones (compare Table 2 Table 2 ], whereas the Poisson rate is easily estimated from the same table to be 3.9. Clearly, even if the model is correct and the number of earthquakes will be as expected, after 30 years there will not be enough events for statistical testing. Actually, if differences between rates of occurrence will be similar to that of the Working Group on California Earthquake Probabilities 
